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Name of applicant: WESTJET AIRLINES LTD.

To: The Plaintiff, MANDALENA LEWIS

TAKE NOTICE that an application will be made by the Defendant, WestJet Airlines Ltd.

("WestJet"), to the presiding Justice at the Courthouse at 800 Smithe Street, Vancouver, British

Columbia on April 4, 2017 at 9:45 a.m., for the orders set out in Part 1 below.

Part 1: ORDERS SOUGHT

WestJet seeks an order that:

1. The Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim, be struck out, in whole or in part, pursuant to Rule
9-5(1 )(b) of the Supreme Court Rules, BC Reg 168/2009, as this action is appropriately
brought before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal and the provincial Workers
Compensation Boards;

2. Further, and in the alternative, that:

(a) paragraphs 6, 20, 62-63 of Part 1;
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(b) paragraph 1(d) of Part 2; and

(c) paragraphs 3-6 of Part 3

of the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out pursuant to Rule 9-5(l)(a) of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules, as they do not disclose a reasonable cause of action being that
restitutionary disgorgcmenl is not a remedy available to the Plaintiff;

3. Further, and in the alternative, that the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out, in
whole or in part, pursuant to Rule 9-5(1 )(d) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as this
action is otherwise an abuse of process of the Court;

4. Further, and in the alternative, that the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out, in
whole or in part, in particular paragraphs 22-40 of Part I that describe allegations of
activities that occurred more than two years prior to April 4, 2016, as the claim is time
barred by the operation of the Limitation Act, RSBC 1196, c. 266;

5. Costs of this action be awarded to WestJet, or in the alternative costs of this Application
be awarded to WestJet; and

6. Such further and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

Part 2: FACTUAL BASIS

7. This action concerns alleged gender-based discrimination and harassment of female
WestJet Flight Attendants by male WestJet employees, speeifically Pilots.

8. The Plaintiff brings this action on her own behalf and on behalf of a proposed class of
present and former female Flight Attendants employed by WestJet (the "Proposed
Class").

9. The Plaintiff alleges WestJet breached its employment contracts with each member of the
Proposed Class by failing to provide a workplace free from gender-based harassment. It
is implicit in the Notice of Civil Claim that all members of the Proposed Class were
sexually harassed or were subject to gender discrimination.

10. The Plaintiff, Mandalena Lewis, was an employee of WestJet from March 2008 until
January 12, 2016, when her employment was terminated with cause by WestJet.

11. The Plaintiff filed a Notice of Civil Claim in a separate action (Action No. S-16I909,
hereinafter the "Individual Action") on March 1, 2016. WestJet is the sole defendant in
the Individual Action, in which the Plaintiffs alleged causes of action include
negligence, breach of contract and wrongful dismissal. Pursuant to a Consent Order
endorsed by the parties, the Individual Action has been stayed pending the outcome of
this action.

12. The Plaintiff filed her Notice of Civil Claim in this action on April 4,2016.
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13. The impugned conduct that forms the basis of the Plaintiffs claims allegedly began in or
about 2008. The impugned conduct is alleged to have occurred generally between 2008
and January 12, 2016, when the Plaintiff ceased to be an employee of WestJet. Various
alleged incidents detailed in the Notice of Civil Claim occurred in 2008 and 2010.

Part 3: LEGAL BASIS

14. WestJet relies on Rule 9-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, the British Columbia
Limitation Act, the British Columbia Class Proceedings Act, RSBC 1996, c 50, the
Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985, c H-6, the Canada Labour Code, RSC 1985, c
L-2 and the British Columbia Workers Compensation Act, RSBC 1996, c. 492.

The Legal Test for Striking Pleadings Under Rule 9-5

15. Rule 9-5(I)(a) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules allows the Court to strike or amend a
claim if the claim discloses no reasonable cause of action.

16. Rule 9-5(1 )(b) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules allows the Court to strike or amend a
claim if the claim is unnecessary, scandalous, frivolous or vexatious.

17. Rule 9-5(l)(d) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules allows the Court to strike or amend a
claim if the claim is otherwise an abuse of the process of the Court.

18. The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that the power to strike out claims that have no
reasonable prospect of success is a valuable measure essential to effective and fair
litigation. It unclutters the proceedings, weeding out the hopeless claims and ensuring
that those that have some chance of success go on to trial. Striking out claims that have
no reasonable prospect of success promotes litigation efficiency, reducing time and cost.
The efficiency gained by dismissing unmeritorious claims in turn contributes to better
justice. The more the evidence and arguments are trained on the real issues, the more
likely it is that the trial process will successfully come to grips with the parties'
respective positions on those issues and the merits of the case.

R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., 2011 SCC 42, [2011] 3 SCR 45, paras 19
and 20.

19. Difficult questions of law, even if they are complex or novel, may be decided under Rule
9-5, if on a proper analysis of the law, it is plain and obvious that the claim cannot
succeed.

Greater Vancouver (Regional District) v. British Columbia, 2009 BCSC 577 aff d
2011 BCCA 345, para 31.

20. No special consideration is given for class actions under Rule 9-5. Each claim must stand
or fall on the pleadings.

Scott V. Canada (Attorney General), 2013 BCSC 1651, para 21.
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21. The Class Proceedings Act is a procedural statute. It confers no substantive rights. No
cause of action that is otherwise impermissible under Rule 9-5 becomes permissible by
virtue of the fact that a class proceeding is proposed.

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd., 2008 BCCA 182, para 25.

The Plaintiffs Claims Are Unnecessary Under Rule 9-5(n(b)

22. The Plaintiff could have framed this claim as a wrongful or constructive dismissal action
- as she did with her Individual Action. Such an action would have been within the

jurisdiction of this Honourable Court. In an effort to make this matter less individualized
for the purpose of attempting to certify the class, the Plaintiff has chosen to abandon the
claims for wrongful or constructive dismissal while still alleging breaches of contract
based on harassment and gender discrimination. As a result, the Plaintiffs claims fall
entirely within the statutory mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Act, and should not
be brought before this Honourable Court.

23. As a federally regulated employer, WestJet and its employees fall under the jurisdiction
of the Canadian Human Rights Act and the Canada Labour Code. Under this legislative
scheme, federal employees are to bring complaints of workplace sexual harassment
before the Canadian Human Rights Commission and the Canadian Human Rights
Tribunal. The Canada Labour Code requires employers to inform employees of their
rights to seek redress for sexual harassment under the Canadian Human Rights Act.

Canada Labour Code, s. 247.4.

24. There is no common law action of discrimination.

Seneca College ofApplied Arts & Technology v. Bhadauria, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 181,
para 27.

25. In the Notice of Civil Claim, the Plaintiff is seeking damages for harassment-related
breaches of employment contracts, but is not seeking wrongful dismissal damages. The
Plaintiffs allegations amount to human rights violations entirely within the scope of the
Canadian Human Rights Act. The Plaintiff has attempted to avoid the statutory regime
by characterizing this as a pure breach of contract case, however the "'Anti-Harassment
Promise" contractual term alleged in the Notice of Civil Claim is merely a recital of
WestJef s statutory obligations under the Canadian Human Rights Act.

26. The Plaintiffs proposal to litigate a human rights issue before this Honourable Court is
improper. The British Columbia Court of Appeal has held that a claimant should first
resort to rights available under human rights legislation. A cause of action is unnecessary
if an effective remedy is available under human rights legislation.

Moore v. British Columbia (1988), 23 B.C.L.R. (2d) 105, [1988] 3 W.W.R. 289
(C.A.), paras 39-40.
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27. The Canadian Human Rights Act provides a comprehensive statutory regime for
individuals to pursue claims relating to discriminatory practices, particularly gender
discrimination and sexual harassment. The complaint process is designed to be as
efficient and inexpensive as possible for claimants. There are numerous remedies
available to claimants with meritorious claims, including various heads of damages,
specific performance orders and injunctions. As the Canadian Human Rights Act
provides effective enforcement of the rights conferred by the statute, there is no need for
enforcement outside of the statute, and prima facie there is no civil cause of action for the
Plaintiffs claims.

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd., para 74.

28. Conversely, Courts in British Columbia do not have jurisdiction to award plaintiffs
statutory remedies available in human rights legislation that do not otherwise exist at
common law. Consequently, Courts are an inappropriate forum for workplace
harassment claims in which wrongful or constructive dismissal is not alleged.

Madadi v. British Columbia College of Teachers, 2014 BCSC 1062, para 33.

29. In addition, the Plaintiffs claims for personal injuries resulting from harassment,
including "physical or emotional harm," fall within the scope of the British Columbia
Workers Compensation Act and its extra-provincial counterparts. Pursuant to the
Workers Compensation Act, where personal injury arising out of and in the course of
employment is caused to a worker, compensation must be paid out of the Accident Fund
established under the Act. This expressly includes harassment-related injuries.

Workers Compensation Act, ss. 5(1), 5.1(1).

30. The Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim discloses claims falling entirely within the mandate
of the Canadian Human Rights Act and should be struck out. The claims are unnecessary,
as effective investigation, adjudication and remedies for these claims fall under the
mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal, a specialized administrative tribunal
established pursuant to federal legislation.

31. Further, and in the alternative, the Plaintiffs pleadings regarding physical and emotional
harm in paragraphs 47, 52, 54 of Part 1, paragraph 1(e) of Part 2, and paragraph 7 of Part
3 of the Notice of Civil Claim should be struck out, as they disclose claims falling within
the scope of the British Columbia Workers Compensation Act and its extra-provincial
counterparts, and are unnecessary on that basis.

The Plaintiffs Claims Disclose No Reasonable Cause of Action Under Rule 9-5(l)(a)

The Test To Strike Under Rule 9-5(l)(a)

32. The question at issue on an application to strike out pleadings under Rule 9-5(l)(a) is,
assuming the facts pleaded to be true, is it plain and obvious that the pleading discloses
no reasonable cause of action?
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R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., para 17.

33. Evidence is not admissible on an application to strike or amend pleadings under Rule 9-
5(1 )(a). The claimant must clearly plead the facts in making its claim. A plaintiff is not
entitled to rely on the possibility that new facts may turn up as the case progresses. It is
incumbent on the plaintiff to plead all of the facts upon which the claim is being made.

R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., para 22.

34. The rule that material facts in a Notice of Civil Claim must be taken as true does not

mean that allegations based on assumption and speculation must be taken as true. The
Court applies a skeptical analysis in cases where there are broad and speculative
allegations. The Court's skeptical analysis includes a consideration of the broader
circumstances and litigation history of the case at bar. This analysis prevents actions that
are unnecessarily prejudicial, time-consuming or costly from continuing.

Legerv. Metro Vancouver YWCA, 2013 BCSC 2021, para 13.

Young V. Borzoni. 2007 BCCA 16, paras 29-31.

The Plaintiffs Restitutionary Allegations

35. In the Notice of Civil Claim, the Plaintiff makes numerous speculative claims concerning
(i) WcstJet's profitability, (ii) society's perception of WcstJet's reputation, (iii) "customer
loyalty", and particularly how these concepts have been and will be affected by the
subject matter of the Plaintiffs allegations. These allegations lie in the realm of
conjecture rather than fact, and should not be taken by the Court as true.

Operation Dismantle Inc. v. 7?., [1985] 1 S.C.R. 441, paras 26-27

36. The allegations regarding WestJet's profits from allowing harassment in the workplace
are plead as part of the Plaintiffs seeking of restitutionary disgorgement, or an
accounting of profits, as a remedy in this action. The Plaintiffs seeking of restitutionary
disgorgement is oppressive to WcstJet for the following reasons:

(a) The Plaintiff has plead the restitutionary disgorgment remedy in an attempt to
circumvent the statutory regimes otherwise applicable to this action; and

(b) The Plaintiffs attempt to make WestJet's finances a material issue in this action
are to make it unnecessarily prejudicial, time-consuming and costly for WestJet.

Restitutionary Disgorgement is Not a Remedy Available To The Plaintiff

31. As recognized by both the Supreme Court of Canada and academic commentators, no
general principle exists whereby a defendant can be made to account for a profit derived
from a breach of contract.

Dasham Carriers Inc. v. Gerlach, 2013 ONCA 707, para 29.
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Bank of America Canada v. Mutual Trust Co., 2002 SCC 43, para 26.

38. Rcstitutionary disgorgement will only be awarded in "exceptional cases" where remedies
of expectation damages, specific performance, injunctions, characterization of contractual
obligations as fiduciary, or statutory relief will not provide an adequate response to a
breach of contract.

Attorney General v. Bloke, [2000] E.M.L.R. 949 (2000), at 966-967.

39. The Plaintiff claims this is an exceptional case, alleging that expectation damages would
be inadequate, as any expectation damages:

(a) are not readily quantifiable;

(b) would allow WestJet to breach employment contracts with impunity; or

(c) are otherwise inadequate due to the Plaintiffs legitimate interest in preventing
WestJct's profit-making activity in relation to the subject of the breach.

40. Contrary to the Plaintiffs claims, damages arc readily quantifiable under the Canadian
Human Rights Act, workers compensation legislation or in the Courts for the entire
spectrum of harassing conduct alleged by the Plaintiff on behalf of the Proposed Class.

41. In all harassment cases, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal has discretion to award
statutory damages based on a claimant's lost wages, expenses, general damages, as well
as special damages if the respondent's discriminatory conduct was engaged in willfully or
recklessly. In harassment cases causing personal injury. Workers Compensation Boards
have the ability to award healthcare benefits, wage-loss benefits, vocational rehabilitation
and permanent disability benefits. Further, in Court actions meeting the threshold of
constructive dismissal of employment due to harassment, compensatory damages are
available (i) for payment in lieu of reasonable notice, and (ii) for damages resulting from
a breach of good faith by the Employer.

Honda Canada Inc. r. Keays, [2008] 2 SCR 362, para 58.

42. Contrary to the Plaintiffs assertion, the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement would not
be necessary to ensure that WestJet is prevented from breaching employment contracts
with impunity. In addition to the damages mentioned in paragraph 41 herein, a wide
variety of specific performance orders and injunctions are available, should any of the
Plaintiffs harassment allegations be established, (i) under the Canadian Human Rights
Act (including policy drafting and human rights training) or (ii) under the jurisdiction of
this Honourable Court in a constructive dismissal action,

43. The allegation that WestJet profits from failing to protect the Proposed Class from
harassment lies in conjecture rather than fact. Further, this allegation is an insufficient
ground on which to base a claim for rcstitutionary disgorgement, as the jurisdiction of the
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal could then be circumvented by any plaintiff simply
pleading that an employer profited from failing to prevent harassment in the workplace.



44. Further, a cynical and deliberate breach of contract resulting in the breaching party
making a profit, taken alone, is not a sufficient ground for ordering restitutionary
disgorgemcnt. The Plaintiff has not plead any additional factors which could warrant an
order for restitutionary disgorgement.

Attorney General v. Blake, at 967.

45. The Plaintiffs pleadings regarding restitutionary disgorgemcnt in paragraphs 6, 20, 62-63
of Part 1, paragraph 1(d) of Part 2, and paragraphs 3-6 of Part 3 of the Notice of Civil
Claim disclose no reasonable cause of action and should be struck, as a skeptical analysis
reveals:

(a) the underlying allegations lie in the realm of conjecture, rather than fact;

(b) the Plaintiff seeks to avoid human rights and workers compensation legislation by
seeking the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement;

(c) the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement is not available to the Plaintiff; and

(d) these claims arc designed to create additional expense for WestJet in defending
this action.

The Plaintiffs Claims Are Otherwise an Abuse of Process Under Rule 9-5(l)fd)

46. As an aggregate result of the factors listed above. The Plaintiffs allegations in the
Notice of Civil Claim should be struck in whole or in part, as they are otherwise an abuse
of process of the Court.

The Legal Test for Striking Pleadings as Having Been Brought Out of Time

47. If a plaintiffs claim is plainly and obviously barred by a limitation period, it can be
struck out pursuant to Rule 9-5(1 )(a).

Associates Realty Credit Ltd. v. Insurance Corp. of British Columbia, 16 B.C.L.R.
54, [1979] B.C.D. Civ. 2000-01 (S.C.), para 7.

48. The limitation period does not run from the time a plaintiff receives the evidence to prove
his or her claim. In a breach of contract claim, the limitation period runs from the date
the contract was breached.

Chisamore v. CUMISLife Insurance Co., 2006 BCSC 462, para 36.

49. Any claims surviving the above noted submissions on this application to strike should be
dismissed in whole or in part pursuant to Rule 9-5(1 )(a) by operation of the Limitation
Act, particularly paragraphs 22-40 of Part 1 of the Notice of Civil Claim, as the alleged
breaches of contract occurred more than two years prior to filing the Notice of Civil
Claim on April 4, 2016.
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Part 4: MATERIAL TO BE RELIED ON

1. The pleadings and proceedings herein; and

2. Further and other materials as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may allow.

The Applicant estimates that the application will take two (2) hours.

[ X ] This matter is not within the jurisdiction of a master.

TO THE PERSONS RECEIVING THIS NOTICE OF APPLICATION: If you wish to respond

to the application you must, within 5 business days after service of this notice of application, or

if this application is brought under Rule 9-7, within 8 business days after service of this notice of

application

(a) file an application response in Form 33

(b) file the original of every affidavit, and of every other document, that

(i) you intend to refer to at the hearing of this application, and

(ii) has not already been filed in the proceeding, and

(c) serve on the applicant 2 copies of the following, and on every other party of
record one copy of the following:

(i) a copy of the filed application response;

(ii) a copy of each of the filed affidavit and other documents that you intend to
refer to at the hearing of this application and that has not already been
served on that person;

(iii) if this application is brought under Rule 9-7, any notice that you are
required to give under Rule 9-7(9).

Dated: February 28, 2017

Signature of Don Dear Q.C.
Lawyer for the Defendant
WcstJet Airlines Ltd.

McLennan Ross LLP

1000, 350 7"^ Ave SW
Calgary AB T2P 3N9
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To be completed by the court only.

Order made

[  ] in the terms requested in paragraphs of part I of this
notice of application
[  ] with the following variations and additional terms:

Date:

Signature of [ ] Judge [ ] Master

APPENDIX

THIS APPLICATION INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING:

Check the box(es) below for the application type(s) included in this application.]
discovery: comply with demand for documents
discovery: production of additional documents
other matters concerning document discovery
extend oral discovery
other matter coceming oral discovery
amend pleadings
add/change parties
summary judgment
summary trial
Service

Mediation

adjournments
proceedings at trial
case plan order: amend
case plan order: other
Experts

[B.C. Regs. 119/2010, Sch. A, s. 43; 241/2010, Sch. A, s. 2]
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former female Flight Attendants who were entitled to the benefit of the Anti-Harassment 
Promise defined in the Notice of Civil Claim. 
 

2. WestJet’s employment contracts with the Proposed Class provide that WestJet will create and 
maintain a workplace free from harassment, and that it will properly investigate and 
meaningfully respond to complaints of harassment. The Plaintiff asserts that despite 
WestJet’s Anti-Harassment Promise, WestJet has routinely and systematically denied the 
Proposed Class the benefit of the Anti-Harassment Promise.  

 
3. Instead of having the benefit of a workplace environment free from harassment and the 

benefit of a meaningful response to harassment, as promised by contract, the Proposed Class 
is at risk of and subject to harassment without adequate recourse. Not every Flight Attendant 
must  have experienced harassment or injury from harassment to have been deprived of the 
benefit of the contract, and therefore be a member of the Proposal Class. 

 
4. To be clear, the Plaintiff’s claim is not for personal injury suffered as a result of harassment. 

The claim is not for a breach of any human rights legislation. The claim is not seeking legal 
redress for discrimination. Instead, the Plaintiff claims that WestJet’s conduct breaches a 
fundamental term of the contractual rights of the Proposed Class and that WestJet has derived 
significant benefit both from making the Anti-Harassment Promise and in its breach. The 
Plaintiff claims any profits earned from breaching the contract should be returned to the 
Proposed Class. 

 

Part 5:  LEGAL BASIS 
 
Test on a strike motion  
 
1. The applicant seeks to strike the Notice of Civil Claim in its entirety pursuant to Rule 9-5. 

Under Rule 9-5(1)(a) an applicant will only satisfy this requirement if, assuming all facts 
pleaded to be true, it is plain and obvious that the claim cannot succeed.  

 
Hollick v. Toronto (City), 2001 SCC 68, para 25  
Pro-Sys Consultants Ltd. v. Microsoft Corporation [2013] 3 SCR 477, para 63 

 
The claim should not be struck as unnecessary under Rule 9-5(1)(b)  

2. WestJet argues that the Plaintiff’s civil claim is unnecessary because her claim falls entirely 
within the statutory mandates of the Canadian Human Rights Act and/or the Workers 
Compensation Act. 
 

3. The Plaintiff’s claim is not appropriate for determination under the Canadian Human Rights 
Act or the Workers Compensation Act for the following reasons: 

 
a. The Plaintiff’s claim is for breach of contractual promises WestJet made to the 

Proposed Class to prevent and address harassment in the workplace. She is not 
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seeking to enforce statutorily-conferred rights or recover benefits guaranteed by the 
Canadian Human Rights Act or the Workers Compensation Act. 
 

b. The Plaintiff’s primarily relief is not compensation for personal injuries and therefore 
the Workers Compensation Act has no application.  

 
c. The Plaintiff is seeking to address systematic and ongoing breaches of contract 

common to the Proposed Class, which is best addressed through a class proceeding. 
 
The Plaintiff’s Claim is for Breach of Contract, Not a Breach of Statute 

4. Independent of any statutory obligations to the Proposed Class, WestJet made a contractual 
promise to provide the Proposed Class with a workplace environment free from harassment 
and to follow certain procedures in the event an incident of harassment occurs. 
 

5. WestJet’s Anti-Harassment Promise is set out in its Code of Business Conduct, its Respect in 
the Workplace Policy and Respect in the Workplace Procedure. Under those documents, 
WestJet takes full responsibility to ensure that its work environment is free from harassment. 
Among other things, the Anti-Harassment Promise provides a detailed definition of 
harassment, employee rights and responsibilities, the procedures for making complaints, the 
remedies for the complainant, and corrective action for the harasser.  

 
Affidavit of Rose Singh #1, Exhibits B, D and E  

 
6. As set out in the Offer of Employment, Code of Conduct, Respect in the Workplace Policy 

and Procedure, Employee Policy Acknowledgment Form, and Code of Business Code 
Certificate Employee Acknowledgment Form, WestJet’s Anti-Harassment Promise is 
expressly included as a condition of employment.  

 
Affidavit of Rose Singh #1, Exhibits A, B, C, D, E and F 

 
7. The Anti-Harassment Promise deals with matters not addressed by the Canadian Human 

Rights Act. The Canadian Human Rights Act prohibits discrimination, including harassment, 
but provides no statutory requirements about how employers must prevent and address 
discrimination. WestJet, properly, found it necessary to contract with its employees to 
provide a prescriptive code of conduct to prevent and address harassment in all 
circumstances.  
 

8. The Plaintiff, therefore, seeks to enforce the rights and obligations of the parties under the 
Anti-Harassment Promise. The Plaintiff does not plead or rely on any statutory obligations of 
WestJet under the Canadian Human Rights Act or the public policy expressed in the Act. She 
does not plead or rely on any common law duty not to discriminate. The fact that WestJet’s 
conduct may also constitute a breach of the Canadian Human Rights Act is simply incidental 
to her breach of contract claim. Her claim is based on private contract law, not public law. 
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PART 1 STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. This Brief will address WestJet's application to strike the Notice of Civil Claim prior to the

action proceeding to a Certification Application.

2. This action concerns alleged sex-based discrimination and harassment of female WestJet

Flight Attendants, as per paragraph 5 of the Notice of Civil Claim:

This claim asserts that despite their employment contracts, WestJet
has routinely and systemically denied its female Flight Attendants the
benefit of the Anti-Harassment Promise.

3. The Plaintiff brings this action on her own behalf and on behalf of a proposed class of

present and former female Flight Attendants employed by WestJet (the

"Proposed Class").

4. The Plaintiff alleges WestJet breached its employment contracts with each member of the

Proposed Class by failing to provide a workplace free from sex-based harassment. It is

implicit in the Notice of Civil Claim that all members of the Proposed Class were sexually

harassed or were subject to sex discrimination (by virtue of being denied a harassment-free

workplace).

5. . The Plaintiff, Mandalena Lewis, was an employee of WestJet from March 2008 until

January 12, 2016, when her employment was terminated with cause by WestJet.

6. The Plaintiff filed a Notice of Civil Claim in a separate action (Action No. S-161909,

hereinafter the "Individual Action") on March 1,2016. WestJet is the sole defendant in the

Individual Action, in which the Plaintiffs alleged causes of action include negligence,

breach of contract and wrongful dismissal. The Individual Action has been stayed by way of

Consent Order pending the outcome of this action.

7. This action was filed on April 4, 2016.
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The impugned conduct that forms the basis of the Plaintiffs claims allegedly occurred in or

about 2008 and 2010.

PART 2 ISSUES

9. WestJet submits the following:

(a) The Plaintiffs claims are unnecessary under Rule 9-5(l)(b);

(b) The Plaintiff s claims disclose no reasonable cause of action under Rule 9-5(l)(a);

(c) The Plaintiffs pleadings have been brought out of time; and

(d) The Plaintiffs claims are otherwise an abuse of process under Rule 9-5(l)(d).

PART 3 ARGUMENT

A. The Lesal Test for Strikins Pleadmss Under Ride 9-5

10. Rule 9-5( 1 )(a) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, BC Reg 168/2009 allows the Court to strike

or amend a claim if the claim discloses no reasonable cause of action.

11. Rule 9-5(1 )(b) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules allows the Court to strike or amend a claim

if the claim is unnecessary, scandalous, frivolous or vexatious.

12. Rule 9-5(1 )(d) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules allows the Court to strike or amend a claim

if the claim is otherwise an abuse of the process of the Court.

13. The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that the power to strike out claims that have no

reasonable prospect of success is a valuable measure essential to effective and fair litigation.

It unclutters the proceedings, weeding out the hopeless claims and ensuring that those that

have some chance of success go on to trial. Striking out claims that have no reasonable
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prospect of success promotes litigation efficiency, reducing time and cost. The efficiency

gained by dismissing unmeritorious claims in turn contributes to better justice.

R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., 2011
see 42, [2011] 3 SeR 45, at paras. 19 and
20 TAB 1

14. Difficult questions of law, even if they are complex or novel, may be decided under Rule

9-5, if on a proper analysis of the law, it is plain and obvious that the claim cannot succeed.

Greater Vancouver (Regional District) v.
British Columbia, 2009 Bese 577 aff d
2011 BeeA 345, at para. 31 TAB 2

15. No special consideration is given for class actions under Rule 9-5. Each claim must stand or

fall on the pleadings.

Scott V. Canada (Attorney General), 2013
Bese 1651, at para. 21 TAB 3

16. The Class Proceedings Act is a procedural statute. It confers no substantive rights. No cause

of action that is otherwise impermissible under Rule 9-5 becomes permissible by virtue of

the fact that a class proceeding is proposed.

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd.,
2008 BeCA 182, at para. 25 TAB 4

17. A non-exhaustive list of reasons a pleading will be struck includes, that:

(a) the pleadings are unintelligible, confusing and difficult to
understand;

(bl the pleadings do not establish a cause of action and do not
advance a claim known in law:

fcl the pleadings are without substance in that thev are groundless,
fanciful and trifle with the Court's time:

(d) the pleadings are not bona fides, are oppressive and are designed
to cause the Defendants anxietv. trouble and expense;
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("e) the action is brought for an improper purpose, particularly the
harassment and oppression of the Defendants; or

(f) the pleadings are so prolix and confusing that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to understand the case to be met.

(Underlining added.)

Gateway Building Management Ltd. v.
Randhawa, 2013 BCSC 350 at paras. 17-18

TABS

B. The Plaintiff's Claims Are Unnecessary Under Rule 9-5(l)(b)

18. It is in the public interest to discourage unnecessary litigation. The Plaintiffs claims, as

pleaded in the Notice of Civil Claim, are unnecessary, and would result in the parties (and

this Honourable Court) unjustly incurring time and expense for claims falling entirely under

the mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal and the provincial Workers

Compensation Boards.

R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., 2011
see 42, [2011] 3 SCR 45, at paras. 19 and
20 TAB 1

The Plaintiffs Mischaracterization of Statutory Obligations as "Private Contract" Law

19. The Plaintiff could have framed this claim as a wrongful or constructive dismissal action - as

she did with her Individual Action. Such an action would have been within the jurisdiction

of this Honourable Court. In an effort to make this matter less individualized for the purpose

of attempting to certify the class, the Plaintiff has chosen to abandon the claims for wrongful

or constructive dismissal, while still alleging breaches of contract based on harassment and

sex discrimination. As a result, the Plaintiffs claims fall entirely within the statutory

mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Act, and should not be brought before this

Honourable Court.

20. As a federally regulated employer, WestJet and its employees fall under the jurisdiction of

the Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985, c H-6 and the Canada Labour Code, RSC

1985, c L-2. Under this legislative scheme, federal employees are to bring complaints of
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workplace harassment before the Canadian Human Rights Commission and the Canadian

Human Rights Tribunal.

21. In the Notice of Civil Claim, the Plaintiff is seeking damages for harassment-related

breaches of employment contracts, but is not seeking wrongful dismissal damages. The

Plaintiffs allegations amount to human rights violations entirely within the scope of the

Canadian Human Rights Act. The Plaintiff has attempted to avoid the statutory regime by

characterizing this as a pure breach of contract case, however the ''Anti-Harassment

Promise"" contractual term alleged in the Notice of Civil Claim is merely a recital of

W^stJet's statutory obligations under the Canada Labour Code and the Canadian Human

Rights Act.

22. An example of the Plaintiffs attempt to characterize WestJet's statutory obligations as

purely contractual is found in paragraph 5 of the Application Response, which states:

WestJef s Anti-Harassment Promise is set out in its Code of Business

Conduct, its Respect in the Workplace Policy and Respect in the
Workplace Procedure. Under those documents, WestJet takes full
responsibility to ensure that its work environment is free from
harassment. Among other things, the Anti-Harassment promise

provides a detailed definition of harassment, employee rights and
responsibilities, the procedures for making complaints, the remedies
for the complainant, and corrective action for the harasser.

(Underlining added.)

23. All of the features cited by the Plaintiff are statutory obligations for an employer's sexual

harassment policy under the Canada Labour Code:

Policy statement by employer

247.4 (I) Every employer shall, after consulting with the employees
or their representatives, if any, issue a policy statement concerning
sexual harassment.

Contents of policy statement
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(2) The policy statement required by subsection (1) may contain any
term consistent with the tenor of this Division the employer considers
appropriate but must contain the following:

(a) a definition of sexual harassment that is substantially the same as
the definition in section 247.1:

(b) a statement to the effect that every employee is entitled to
employment free of sexual harassment:

(c) a statement to the effect that the employer will make every
reasonable effort to ensure that no employee is subjected to sexual

harassment:

(d) a statement to the effect that the employer will take such
disciplinary measures as the employer deems appropriate against any
person under the employer's direction who subjects any employee to
sexual harassment:

(e) a statement explaining how complaints of sexual harassment may
be brought to the attention of the employer:

(f) a statement to the effect that the employer will not disclose the
name of a complainant or the circumstances related to the complaint
to any person except where disclosure is necessary for the purposes
of investigating the complaint or taking disciplinary measures in
relation thereto: and

(g) a statement informing employees of the discriminatory practices
provisions of the Canadian Human RiahlsAcl that pertain to rights of
persons to seek redress under that Act in respect of sexual harassment.

(Underlining added.)

Canada Labour Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. L-2,
s. 247.4 TAB 6

24. The Plaintiff attempts to disregard the mandatory human rights scheme. For example, at

paragraph 11 of the Application Response, the Plaintiff states;

Had WestJet been silent on how it would address harassment in the
workplace its employees would have been limited to reiving on
WestJet's statutory obligations to enforce their rights. However,
WestJet, for good reason (as plead and discussed below), expressly
promised in contract that it would address harassment in the
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workplace in specific wavs. which gives rise to an action in private
contract law if WestJet is in breach of those commitments.

Plaintiffs Application Response, at para. 11

25. The Plaintiff is attempting to draw a distinction which is not supported in law. Under the

Canada Labour Code, WestJet is not permitted to "remain silent" on a sexual harassment

policy. Rather, WestJet is required by law to provide policy statements establishing that it

will ''"address harassment in the workplace in specific ways'"* (to use the phrasing of the

Plaintiff).

26. The Plaintiff s mistaken assumption that WestJet could have "remained silent" on addressing

harassment in the workplace exposes one of the fundamental reasons the pleadings are

unnecessary under Rule 9-5(l)(b). The Plaintiff uses this mistaken assumption at the core of

her claim - to support her allegations that WestJet's issuance of policy statements on

harassment (i.e. WestJet's compliance with the law) is a profit-seeking exercise by WestJet:

... The Anti-Harassment Promise materially contributes to customer
loyalty by assuring the public that WestJet has put an end to the
historical harassment that female workers have faced in the airline

industry and the gender inequality that persists as between Flight
Attendants and Pilots and management."

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 1, at para. 20

27. This is an improper - and embroidered - pleading, which attempts to disguise the Plaintiffs

human rights claim as an action in contract, based on facts which could be alleged against

any employer complying with the Canada Labour Code harassment policy provisions.

All employers can be assumed to foster goodwill (referred to as "customer loyalty" and other

terms in the Notice of Civil Claim) through their compliance with the law. The Plaintiffs

characterization of WestJet's compliance with the law as a profit-seeking activity is a

fanciful and groundless pleading, drafted to circumvent the mandatory human rights scheme.



This is a Statutory Human Rights Claim

28. There is no common law action of discrimination. Discrimination is a statutory action,

conferred by human rights legislation.

Seneca College of Applied Arts &
Technology v. Bhadauria, [1981] 2 S.C.R.
181, para. 27 TAB 7

29. Unless the alleged discrimination forms part of a recognized cause of action (e.g.

constructive dismissal), the discrimination claim falls under the general rule that there is no

cause of action at common law to enforce statutorily-conferred rights.

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd.,
2008 BOCA 182, at para. 73 TAB 4

30." Sexual harassment and sex discrimination are discriminatory practices under the Canadian

Human Rights Act.

Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985, c
H-6,s. 14 TABS

31. The Plaintiffs claim, as plead in the Notice of Civil Claim, is a complaint of discriminatory

practices at WestJet:

This claim asserts that despite their employment contracts, WestJet
has routinely and systemically denied its female Flight Attendants the
benefit of the Anti-Harassment Promise.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 1, at para. 5

32. As is acknowledged in the Plaintiffs Application Response, this is not a wrongful or

constructive dismissal claim. Rather, the Plaintiffs claim is designed to bring about

behavior modification for WestJet:

The Plaintiff did not frame this class proceeding as a wrongful or
constructive dismissal claim ... because, among other reasons, the
breach of the Anti-Harassment Promise did not necessarily lead to an
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employee quitting or being terminated. Indeed, many ofthe Proposed
Class members wish to remain employed by WestJet.

Plaintiffs Application Response, at para. 12

The Plaintiffs claim is based on the conduct of WestJet in failing
to fulfill its Anti-Harassment Promise, not on the effect that
conduct has had on the Plaintiff or Proposed Class Members or on
the employment relationship.

Plaintiffs Application Response, at para.l4

The purpose of the Plaintiffs claim is to ensure that WestJet does
not make mere statements about its obligations to create and
maintain a workplace free from harassment, but rather that it be
held accountable to enforce those commitments.

Plaintiffs Application Response, at para. 20

33. These statements make it clear the Plaintiffs claim falls entirely within the statutory

mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Act. The Canadian Human Rights Act is the

scheme Parliament has created for behavioral modification of employers with discriminatory

practices and harassment in their workplaces. Remedial authority under the Canadian

Human Rights Act serves a dual purpose of providing restitution to the individual

complainant, and the broader role of preventing future discrimination by acting as both a

deterrent and an educational tool.

Robichaud v. Brennan, [1989] C.H.R.D. No.
18 at para. 21 TAB 9

First Nations Child and Family Caring
Society of Canada and Canada (Attorney
General). Re, 2016 CHRT 10, 2016 TCDP
lOatpara. 17 TAB 10

34. The Plaintiff argues the Canadian Human Rights Commission is unresponsive to a

complainant who has not personally experienced Harassment:

Having benefited from the Anti-Harassment promise WestJet now
argues that the Plaintiff cannot seek to enforce WestJef s contractual
promises. Instead. WestJet effectively savs its female flight
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attendants must wait until they are harassed and seek a remedy under
the Canadian Human Rishts Act...

(Underlining added.)

Plaintiffs Application Response, at para. 22

35. This is also a misstatement of the law. Pursuant to the Canadian Human Rights Act, any

individual having reasonable grounds for believing that a person is engaging, or has engaged

in a discriminatory practice, may file a complaint with the Canadian Human Rights

Commission. There is no requirement under the that the individual complainant must be

the victim of the harassment.

Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985,
c H-6, s. 40(1) TAB 8

36. The Canadian Human Rights Act provides an efficient statutory scheme for employees who

have not personally experienced harassment to report discriminatory practices. Respectfully,

it is the Courts that are comparatively underequipped to respond to complainants who have

not personally experienced harassment, due to the limited number of remedies available at

common law. If an employee has not been the subject of harassment, she has not suffered

damages and cannot be awarded damages by the Court.

37. An examination of the Canadian Human Rights Act shows it provides a comprehensive

administrative scheme for the granting and enforcement of employee rights as relating to

discrimination. On that basis alone, the Plaintiffs civil claim is unnecessary under

Rule 9-5(1 )(b).

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd.,
2008 BCCA 182, at para. 86 TAB 4

Moore v. British Columbia (1988), 23
B.C.L.R. (2d) 105, [1988] 3 W.W.R. 289
(C.A.), at paras. 39-40 TAB 11

38. The complaint process for individuals raising discriminatory practices under the Canadian

Human Rights Act is designed to be as efficient and inexpensive as possible for claimants.
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Not unlike a class proceeding, the Act permits an unlimited number of complaints to be dealt

with together, whether filed jointly or separately.

Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985,
c H-6, s. 40(4) TAB 8

39. The availability of systemic remedies is a substantial part of the mandate of the Canadian

Human Rights Tribunal. The Supreme Court of Canada has described the behavior

modifying remedies under the Canadian Human Rights Act as applied to sex discrimination:

Section 41(2) [now section 53] of the Canadian Human Rights Act
lists the orders that a tribunal may make if it determines that a person
has engaged in a discriminatory practice. Among the potential orders
is an order for "measures" to be taken under s. 41(2)(a) "including
adoption of a special program, plan or arrangement referred to in
subsection 15(1), to prevent the same or a similar practice occurring
in the future". The "program, plan or arrangement" referred to in s.
15(1) is any mechanism "designed to prevent disadvantages that are
likely to be suffered by, or to eliminate or reduce disadvantages that
are suffered by, any group of individuals when those disadvantages
would be or are based on or related to" inter alia, sex.

Canadian National Railway v. Canada
(Canadian Human Rights Commission),
[1987] 1 S.C.R. llHatpara. 37 TAB 12

40. The following special compliance remedies have been ordered by the Canadian Human

Rights Tribunal to deal with discriminatory practices and harassment in the workplace:

(a) Ordering systemic remedies such as the implementation of an employment equity

program;

Green v. Canada (Public Service Comm.),
(1998), 34 C.H.R.R. D/166 (Can.Trib.) at
paras. 122-126, 161-167 TAB 13

(b) Ordering that all personnel attend a sensitivity training program;

Tahmourpour v. Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, (2008), 64 C.H.R.R. D/448, 2008
CHRT 10 at para. 253 TAB 14
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(c) Posting the human rights legislation or other information on human rights, or a copy

of the human rights decision;

Schuyler v. Oneida Nation ofthe Thames,
2006 CHRT 34 at paras. 161-170 TAB 15

(d) Ordering an individual respondent to attend a seminar on sexual harassment at his or

her own expense;

Bushey v. Sharma, 2003 CHRT 21, 2003
TCDP 21 at paras. 148-149 TAB 16

(e) Ordering the employer to conduct workshops on human rights legislation, with

mandatory management attendance, and to provide confirmation to the Commission

that the training has been provided;

Notional Capital Alliance on Race Relations
V. Canada (Health and Welfare), (1997), 28
C.H.R.R. D/I79(CHR.T) at paras. 189-191

TAB 17

(f) Ordering a party to cease and desist a behavior in order to prohibit harassment, and

ordering a party to implement a hiring quota for women to address systemic

discrimination, with a requirement for periodic reports to the Canadian Human

Rights Commission; and

Canadian National Railway v. Canada
(Canadian Human Rights Commission),
[1987] 1 S.C.R. 1114 at paras 14-15,51

TAB 12

(g) Ordering employers to draft and implement new human rights policies to prevent

further discrimination on the basis of sex.

Cole V. Bell Canada, (2007), 60 C.H.R.R.
D/216, 2007 CHRT 7 at para. 89 TAB 18

41. In addition to expansive non-monetary remedies, the Canadian Human Rights Act provides

that additional compensatory remedies are available in cases of discriminatory practices,

including:
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(a) That the rights, opportunities or privileges that were denied as a result of the practice

be provided on the first reasonable occasion;

(b) Compensation for lost wages or any other expenses resulting from the discriminatory

practices;

(c) General damages;

(d) Special damages in cases of egregious discriminatory practices; and

(e) Costs (including on a solicitor-client basis).

Canadian Human Rights Act^ RSC 1985,
c H-6, s. 53 TAB 8

Nkw'azi v. Canada (Correctional Service)
(No. 4), (2001), 41 C.H.R.R. D/109
(C.H.R.T.) at para. 34 TAB 19

42. The Plaintiff seeks to have this cause of action deemed necessary on the basis that additional

remedies, which are not available under the Canadian Human Rights Act, are allegedly

available at common law. This is a factually inaccurate premise and an invalid basis on

which to allow this action to proceed. The provisions of the Canadian Human Rights Act

provide a complete code for the granting and enforcement of remedies in relation to

discriminatory practices. Absent the bonafides pleading of a recognized cause of action, the

Act should not be circumvented to allow the Plaintiff to seek remedies that Parliament did

not confer in the legislation.

Macaraeg v. E Care Contact Centers Ltd.,
2008 BCCA 182, paras. 93,99 TAB 4

43. The Plaintiffs proposal to litigate a human rights issue before this Honourable Court is

improper. The British Columbia Court of Appeal has held that a claimant should first resort

to rights available under human rights legislation. Under Rule 9-5( 1 )(b), a cause of action is

unnecessary if an effective remedy is available under human rights legislation.
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Moore v. British Columbia (1988), 23
B.C.L.R. (2d) 105, [1988] 3 W.W.R. 289
(C.A.), at paras. 39-40 TAB 11

44. Westlet submits that the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim discloses claims falling entirely

within the mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Act and should be struck out. The claims

are unnecessary, as effective investigation, adjudication and remedies for these claims fall

under the mandate of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal, a specialized administrative

tribunal established pursuant to federal legislation.

Workers Compensation Claims

45. In addition, the Plaintiff s claims for personal injuries resulting from harassment, including

"physical or emotional harm," fall within the scope of the British Columbia Workers

Compensation Act, RSBC 1996, c. 492 and its extra-provincial counterparts.

46. The Plaintiffs pleadings establish that her claimed injuries fall under the scope of the

Workers Compensation Act. As per the Notice of Civil Claim, the Plaintiff is a resident of

British Columbia, WestJet has a place of business situated in the province, and WestJet

operates flights in and outside of British Columbia. The Plaintiff was employed as a Flight

Attendant. Flight Attendants are workers under the Workers Compensation Act.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part I, at paras. 1-2

Workers Compensation Act, RSBC 1996,
c. 492, s. 2 TAB 20

Air Canada v. Workers' Compensation
Appeal Tribunal, 2017 BCSC 1609 at para.
73 TAB 21

47. Pursuant to the Workers Compensation Act, where personal injury arising out of and in the

course of employment is caused to a worker, compensation must be adjudicated under the

Act and paid out of the Accident Fund. This expressly includes harassment-related injuries.

Workers Compensation Act, RSBC 1996,
c.492,ss. 5(1), 5.1(1), 10 TAB 20
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48. It must be remembered that workers' compensation is a no-fault scheme for which employers

pay. Employees are entitled to compensation for work-place injuries regardless of fault,

including their own. In Pasiechnyk v. Saskatchewan (Workers' Compensation Board),

Mr. Justice Sopinka addressed the core policy underlying workers' compensation;

... the scheme is based on four fundamental principles:

(a) compensation paid to injured workers without regard to fault;

(b) injured workers should enjoy security of payment;

(c) administration of the compensation schemes and adjudication of
claims handled by an independent commission, and

(d) compensation to injured workers provided quickly without court
proceedings.

I would note that these four principles are interconnected. For
instance, security of payment is assured by the existence of an injury
fund that is maintained through contributions from employers and
administered by an independent commission, the Workers'
Compensation Board. The principle of quick compensation without
the need for court proceedings similarly depends upon the fund and
the adjudication of claims by the Board. The principle of no-fault
recovery assists the goal of speedy compensation by reducing the
number [of| issues that must be adjudicated. The bar to actions is not
ancillary to this scheme but central to it. If there were no bar, then the

integrity of the system would be compromised as employers sought to
have their industries exempted from the requirement of paying
premiums toward an insurance system that did not, in fact, provide
[themi with any insurance.

(Underlining added.)

Pasiechnyk v. SaskatcheM>an (Workers'
Compensation Board), [1997] 2 S.C.R. 890
(S.C.C.),atpara. 27 TAB 22

49. The Plaintiffs pleadings seeking compensatory damages for "physical or emotional harm"

arising out of and in the course of employment are statute-barred from being heard by this

Honourable Court by virtue of section 10 of the Workers Compensation Act (and the

equivalent provisions in extra-provincial counterparts).
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Workers Compensation Act, RSBC 1996,
c. 492, s. 10 TAB 20

Downs Construction Ltd v. British

Columbia (Workers' Compensation Appeal
Tribunal), 2012 BCCA 392 at para. 24

TAB 23

50. On that basis, the pleadings in paragraphs 47, 52, 54 of Part 1, paragraph 1 (e) of Part 2, and

paragraph 7 of Part 3 of the Notice of Civil Claim should be struck out under Rule 9-5(1) on

the basis these pleadings are unnecessary and disclose no reasonable cause of action.

C. The PlaintifPs Claims Disclose No Reasonable Cause of Action Under Ride 9-5(l)(a)

The Test To Strike Under Rule 9-5(l)(a)

51. The question at issue on an application to strike out pleadings under Rule 9-5(1 )(a) is,

assuming the facts pleaded to be true, is it plain and obvious that the pleading discloses no

reasonable cause of action?

R. V. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., 2011
see 42, [2011] 3 SCR 45, at paras. 19 and
20 TAB 1

52. Evidence is not admissible on an application to strike or amend pleadings under Rule 9-

5(1 )(a). The claimant must clearly plead the facts in making its claim. A plaintiff is not

entitled to rely on the possibility that new facts may turn up as the case progresses. It is

incumbent on the plaintiff to plead all of the facts upon which the claim is being made.

at para. 22 TAB 1

53. The rule that material facts in a Notice of Civil Claim must be taken as true does not mean

that allegations based on assumption and speculation must be taken as true. The Court

applies a skeptical analysis in cases where there are broad and speculative allegations. The

Court's skeptical analysis includes a consideration of the broader circumstances of the case

at bar. This analysis prevents actions that are unnecessarily prejudicial, time-consuming or

costly from continuing.
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Leger v. Metro Vancouver YWCA, 2013
BCSC 2021, at para. 13 TAB 24

Young V. Borzoni, 2007 BCCA 16, at paras.
29-31 TAB 25

The Plaintifrs Restitutionary Allegations

54. In the Notice of Civil Claim, the Plaintiff makes numerous speculative claims concerning

(i) WestJet's profitability, (ii) society's perception of WestJet's reputation, (iii) "customer

loyalty", and particularly how these concepts have been and will be affected by the subject

matter of the Plaintiffs allegations. These allegations lie in the realm of conjecture rather

than fact, and should not be taken by the Court as true.

Operation Dismantle Inc. v. R., [1985] 1
S.C.R. 441, at paras. 26, 27 TAB 26

55. Further, the Plaintiffs claim is replete with fanciful language designed to mischaracterize

WestJet's compliance with its obligations under employment laws (in providing an anti-

harassment policy statement) as an exercise in marketing and profit-seeking:

WestJet markets itself to the public and to prospective employees as
having an infectious "team spirit", and the Flight Attendants and
Pilots are encouraged to present themselves as a fun and lively group.
This team spirit is encouraged by WestJet both during operations and
during layovers. As part of the team spirit, socializing on layovers is
common and encouraged by WestJet and this often involves alcohol
consumption.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 1, at para. 13

WestJet's Anti-Harassment Promise is an important part of WestJet's
marketing that it is a company that purportedly cares about its
employees. The Anti-Harassment Promise is therefore an important
component of its recruitment of female employees, including the
plaintiff and the Proposed Class, as it makes WestJet appear to be an
attractive and safe place to work. The Anti-Harassment Promise
materially contributes to customer loyalty by assuring the public that
WestJet has put an end to the historical harassment that female works
have faced in the airline industry and the gender inequality that
persists as between Flight Attendants and Pilots and Management.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 1, at para. 20
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WesUet receives valuable consideration for its promise to provide
a workplace free of harassment and subject to robust and effective
harassment investigations and responses in accordance with the
Anti-Harassment Promise ...

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 3, at para. 4

WestJet has derived numerous financial and non-financial benefits,
described above, through its failure to implement the Anti-
Harassment Promise, in breach of the terms of Employment.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 3, at para. 5

The plaintiff claims on behalf of the Proposed Class restitutionary
disgorgement for WestJet's breach of contract in failing to implement
the Anti-Harassment Promise, which has benefits to Flight Attendants
that cannot be easily measured in economic terms. As such the
benefits that WestJet has derived by failing to implement the Anti-
Harassment Promise is a relevant consideration in quantifying those
damages.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 3, at para. 6

56. The Plaintiffs pleadings are excessively speculative, fanciful and groundless. The usual rule

in strike applications - that material facts pleaded must be taken as true - does not mean that

allegations based upon assumption and speculation, like the Plaintiffs, must be taken as true.

The Plaintiffs allegations should be subject to a skeptical analysis by this Honourable Court.

Leger v. Metro Vancouver YWCA, 2013
BCSC 2021, at para. 13 TAB 24

Young V. Borzoni, 2007 BCCA 16, at paras.
29-31 TAB 25

57. The allegations regarding WestJet's profits from allowing harassment in the workplace are

pleaded as part of the Plaintiffs claim for restitutionary disgorgement, or an accounting of

profits, as a remedy in this action. The Plaintiffs pleadings are not bona fides, are

oppressive and are designed to cause WestJet increased expense, for reasons including the

following:

(a) The Plaintiff has pleaded speculative allegations regarding WestJet's profits in an

attempt to circumvent the statutory regimes otherwise applicable to this action;
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(b) The procedures under the Canada Human Rights Act will not be available to the

parties if the Plaintiffs pleadings are permitted to stand, likely resulting in increased

prejudice and expense for WestJet; and

(c) The Plaintiffs attempt to make WestJet's finances a material issue in this action is

aimed at making the action unnecessarily prejudicial, time-consuming and costly for

WestJet.

Restitutionary Disgorgement is Not a Remedy Available to the Plaintiff

58. As recognized by both the Supreme Court of Canada and academic commentators, no

general principle exists whereby a defendant can be made to account for a profit derived

from a breach of contract.

Dasham Carriers Inc. v. Gerlach, 2013
ONCA 707, at para. 29 TAB 27

Bank of America Canada v. Mutual Trust
Co., 2002 see 43, at para. 26 TAB 28

59. Under the law in the United Kingdom, restitutionary disgorgement is only awarded in

"exceptional cases" where remedies of expectation damages, specific performance,

injunctions, characterization of contractual obligations as fiduciary, or statutory relief (in the

form of damages, specific performance or injunctions) will not provide an adequate response

to a breach of contract.

Attorney General v. Blake, [2000] E.M.L.R.
949 (2000), at 966-967 TAB 29

60. As briefed above, statutory relief is available for the Plaintiffs specific allegations, in a

manner that has been codified by the relevant legislators, meaning restitutionary

disgorgement is not available as a remedy.

61. The Plaintiff claims this is an exceptional case, alleging that expectation damages would be

inadequate, as any expectation damages:
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(a) are not readily quantifiable;

(b) would allow WestJet to breach employment contracts with impunity; or

(c) are otherwise inadequate due to the Plaintiffs legitimate interest in preventing

WestJet's profit-making activity in relation to the subject of the breach.

Notice of Civil Claim, Part 3, at paras. 3-6.

62. Contrary to the Plaintiffs claims, damages are readily quantifiable under the Canadian

Human Rights Act, Workers Compensation legislation or in the Courts for the entire

spectrum of harassing conduct alleged by the Plaintiff on behalf of the Proposed Class.

63. In all harassment cases, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal has discretion to award

statutory damages based on a claimant's lost wages, expenses, general damages, as well as

special damages if the respondent's discriminatory conduct was engaged in willfully or

recklessly. In harassment cases causing personal injury, Workers Compensation Boards

have the ability to award healthcare benefits, wage-loss benefits, vocational rehabilitation

and permanent disability benefits. Further, in Court actions meeting the threshold of

constructive dismissal of employment due to harassment, compensatory damages are

available (i) for payment in lieu of reasonable notice; (ii) aggravated damages for mental

distress; and (iii) punitive damages for malicious acts.

Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985,
c H-6, S. 53 TAB 8

Workers Compensation Act, RSBC 1996,
c. 492 TAB 20

Honda Canada Inc. v. Keays, [2008] 2 SCR
362, at para. 59 TAB 30

Merceyv. Consolidated Recycling Inc., 160
A.C.W.S. (3d) 804, 61 C.C.E.L. (3d) 69
(ON SC) at para. 22 TAB 31

64. Contrary to the Plaintiff s assertions in Part 3 ofthe Notice of Civil Claim (at paragraphs 3 to

8), the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement would not be necessary to ensure that WestJet
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is prevented from breaching employment contracts with impunity. In addition to the

compensatory damages mentioned in paragraph 63 herein, a wide variety of specific

performance orders and injunctions are available, should any of the Plaintiffs harassment

allegations be established, (i) under the Canadian Human Rights Act (including policy

drafting and human rights training) or (ii) under the jurisdiction of this Honourable Court in

a constructive dismissal action,

65. The allegation that WestJet profits from failing to protect the Proposed Class from

harassment is pure conjecture that cannot be proven. Further, this allegation is an

insufficient ground on which to base a claim for restitutionary disgorgement, as the

jurisdiction of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal could then be circumvented by any

plaintiff simply pleading that an employer profited from failing to prevent harassment in the

workplace.

66. Further, a cynical and deliberate breach of contract resulting in the breaching party making a

profit, taken alone, is not a sufficient ground for ordering restitutionary disgorgement. The

Plaintiff has also not pleaded any additional factors which could warrant an order for

restitutionary disgorgement.

Attorney General v. Blake, [2000] E.M.L.R.
949 (2000), at 967 TAB 29

67. The Plaintiff s pleadings regarding restitutionary disgorgement in paragraphs 6,20,62-63 of

Part 1, paragraph 1 (d) of Part 2, and paragraphs 3-6 of Part 3 of the Notice of Civil Claim

disclose no reasonable cause of action and should be struck, as:

(a) the Plaintiffs underlying allegations lie in the realm of conjecture, rather than fact;

(b) the Plaintiff seeks to avoid human rights and workers compensation legislation by

seeking the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement;

(c) the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement is not available to the Plaintiff; and
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(d) these claims are designed to create additional expense for WestJet in defending this

action.

D. The Lesdl Test for Strikins Pleadiit2S as Havins Been Brousht Out of Time

68. If a plaintiff s claim is plainly and obviously barred by a limitation period, it can be struck

out pursuant to Rule 9-5(1 )(a).

Associates Realty Credit Ltd. v. Insurance
Corp. ofBritish Columbia, 16 B.C.L.R. 54,
[1979] B.C.D. Civ. 2000-01 (S.C.), para. 7

TAB 32

69. The limitation period does not run from the time a plaintiff receives the evidence to prove his

or her claim. In a breach of contract claim, the limitation period runs from the date the

contract was breached.

Chisamore v. CUMISLife Insurance Co.,
2006 BCSC 462, aff d 2006 BCCA 557, at
para. 36 TAB 33

70. In her Notice ofCivii claim, the Plaintiff alleges various incidents in 2008 and 2010. The

Plaintiff characterizes these allegations as breaches of contract. The limitation period would

therefore run from the date of the alleged contractual breaches which, particularly with

respect to the Plaintiffs firsthand allegations, would bar the claims.

71. Any claims surviving the above noted submissions in this application to strike should be

dismissed in whole or in part pursuant to Rule 9-5( 1 )(a) by operation of the Limitation Act.

SBC 2012, c 13, particularly paragraphs 22-40 of Part 1 of the Notice of Civil Claim, as the

alleged breaches of contract occurred more than two years prior to filing the Notice of Civil

Claim on April 4, 2016.
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E. The PlaintifPs Claims are Otherwise an Abuse of Process Under Rule 9-5(l)((l)

72. The categories of abuse of process are open. If the Court process is not being fairly used or

is being employed for an ulterior purpose, if proceedings are without foundation, of if the

pleadings serve no useful purpose, it is an abuse of process.

Chernen v. Robertson, 2014 BCSC 1358 at
para 29 TAB 34

73. As an aggregate result of the submissions contained herein, WestJet further submits the

Plaintiffs allegations in the Notice of Civil Claim should be struck in whole or in part, as

they are an abuse of process of the Court.

PART 4 REMEDY SOUGHT

WestJet seeks an order that:

1. The Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim, be struck out, in whole or in part, pursuant to Rules

9-5(l)(a) and 9-5(l)(b) of the Supreme Court Rules, BC Reg 168/2009, as this action is

appropriately brought before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal and the provincial

Workers Compensation Boards;

2. Further, and in the alternative, that:

(a) paragraphs 6, 20, 62-63 of Part 1;

(b) paragraph 1(d) of Part 2; and

(c) paragraphs 3-6 of Part 3

of the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out pursuant to Rule 9-5(l)(a) of the

Supreme Court Civil Rules, as they do not disclose a reasonable cause of action being that

restitutionary disgorgement is not a remedy available to the Plaintiff;
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3. Further, and in the alternative, that the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out, in

whole or in part, in particular paragraphs 22-40 of Part 1 that describe allegations of

activities that occurred more than two years prior to April 4,2016, as the claim is time barred

by the operation of the Limitalion Act, RSBC 1196, c. 266;

4. Further, and in the alternative, that the Plaintiffs Notice of Civil Claim be struck out, in

whole or in part, pursuant to Rule 9-5( 1 )(d) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as this action

is otherwise an abuse of process of the Court;

5. Costs of this action be awarded to WestJet, or in the alternative costs of this Application be

awarded to WestJet; and

6. Such further and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED at the City of Calgary, in the Province of

Alberta, this 6th day of November, 2017.

McLennan Ross LLP

Per:

Don-De

Solicitor for the Defendant,
WestJet Airlines Ltd.

Per: 'Wa,
Joyce^lOlitchell
SoliciTor for the Defendant
WestJet Airlines Ltd.


